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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Matt Barr and Brian Shaw Edited by: Katy Marchant and Davey Watt 
For use in: Season 9 Week 5 Friendly matches played 08/02/2023 

Correct as of: 06/02/2023 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a What word precedes 'Decker' in the alliterative name of a bag of chocolate nibbles made by Cadbury? This 

word refers to the product being smaller than a Double Decker. Dinky 

1b In 2023, the Doomsday Clock moved closer to 'midnight' than any time since it was initially founded in which 

decade? This decade also saw the Manhattan Project and the invention of the transistor. 1940s (accept 40s, or 1947) 

2a 
With 76 seats, the State Great Khural is the unicameral Parliament in which Asian nation? Mongolia 

2b Which artist, who died in 1873, painted the allegedly haunted artwork 'Man Proposes, God Disposes'? It is the 

subject of an urban legend that viewing it drove a student mad, causing them to shove pencils in their eyes and 

write "The polar bears made me do it" on an exam paper. Edwin Landseer 

3a 
Co-founded by amateur player Bobby Jones and first played in 1934, which is the only one of golf’s four major 

championships played at the same venue each year? Since 1949, the winner of this tournament has been 

awarded a green jacket. US Masters Tournament  

3b 

With the lyrics "they call me Mr Plenty, check the leather on the Bentley", which recent controversial social 

media figure released the song 'Sugar Daddy', bragging about his wealth and supposed success with women? Andrew Tate 

4a 
Which 1981 David Cronenberg film is most famous for a scene in which a man with telekinetic powers causes 

another character's head to explode? Scanners 

4b 
Which is the largest inland city in the Nordic countries? The city takes its name from a channel of rapids 

connecting two lakes between which it is built and it is home to the Moomin museum, devoted to Tove Tampere 



Jansson’s characters. 

 
 
Round 2 

  1a German actor Gert Fröbe is perhaps best known in the English-speaking world for playing which titular Bond 

villain, with a chemical element in his name? Auric Goldfinger 

1b 

In a 1964 anti-war song, which title figure "won't answer anymore, not the whiskey drinking Indian, or the 

marine that went to war"? Both names required. 

Ira Hayes (accept The Ballad 

of Ira Hayes) 

2a The Goat Puzzle is a famously frustrating sequence in the first instalment of which series of adventure 

games? The solution involves clicking with precise timing to get the goat to tangle itself up, something that 

goes against the slow-paced style of the rest of the game. 

Broken Sword (Accept Circle 

of Blood or Shadow of the 

Templars) 

2b Under UV light, which country's passport reveals the score to the patriotic song 'Szózat', written in 1836 by 

Mihály Vörösmarty? Hungary 

3a 

In November 2021, Jack Dorsey resigned as CEO of Twitter, in part so he could focus on the running of which 

financial services company that he co-founded in 2009? 

Block Inc. (accept Square Inc., 

former name of the company 

and the name of its main 

product) 

3b One of the winners of the 2002 Nobel Prize for Chemistry, John Fenn, is considered the foremost pioneer of 

what ionisation technique, used in mass spectrometry? In this technique, a high voltage is applied to a liquid 

to create an aerosol, with essentially no fragmentation of ions. 

Electrospray Ionisation 

(accept ESI) 



4a Katharine Graham became the first female head of a Fortune 500 company when she became CEO of which 

newspaper in 1961? She led the paper during its famous involvement in the Watergate scandal. 

Washington Post (prompt on 

either word individually) 

4b What is the fifth largest organised religion worldwide? Guru Nanak’s teachings developed into this faith, 

whose adherents gather in gurdwaras and whose holiest site is the Golden Temple in Amritsar. Sikhism 

 
 
 
Round 3 

1a The 19th century politician Preston Brooks is most associated with which weapon, which he famously used to 

attack Charles Sumner in 1856 on the floor of the US Senate? Cane (Accept Walking Stick) 

1b Among the World Heritage sites of which country are the ruins of the ancient city of Aksum in the country’s 

Tigray region, and the imperial fortress of Fasil Ghebbi? Ethiopia 

2a Twitter recently went crazy at the chemistry between Amelia Dimoldenberg and which British actor, famous for 

playing Spiderman from 2012? One Twitter user described it as “moments of exquisite charm punctuated by 

the cringiest shit you’ve ever witnessed”. Andrew Garfield 

2b In the 2023 Guardian University Guide, the University of Glasgow was ranked number one in the UK in which 

scientific subject that studies the animal kingdom, including the embryology, evolution and classification of all 

animals? Zoology (prompt on Biology) 

3a Which long-time US late night talk show host has, since 2018, hosted a namesake podcast where he “needs a 

friend”? Podcaster Matt Gourley and this man’s longtime assistant, Sona Movsesian, act as co-hosts on the 

show. Conan O'Brien 

3b Co-founders of the Dublin-based Grafton Architects, name either of the Irish women who won the 2020 Pritzker 

Prize, only the 4th and 5th women to win this honour? A major example of their work is the Röntgen Building at 

Yvonne Farrell or Shelley 

McNamara 



the Bocconi University in Milan. 

4a 

The 1983 Woolworths Christmas advert featured which sportsman doing sit ups and promoting a Brut 33 gift 

set? He was more famous for winning the decathlon in the inaugural World Athletics Championships that year. Daley Thompson 

4b In the upcoming Brit Awards, one of the bands nominated for Best International Group is Blackpink, a girl group 

from which country? BTS, another band from this country, was nominated for the same award in both 2021 and 

2022. 

South Korea (DNA North 

Korea) 

Round 4 

1a 
Born in Southampton, which board game designer has won the prestigious Spiel des Jahres twice; in 1998 for 

Elfenland and in 2004 for the massively successful Ticket to Ride? Alan R. Moon 

1b Gub Gub's Book: An Encyclopedia of Food: In Twenty Volumes' is part of which series of children's books by 

Hugh Lofting about an animal-loving physician? Doctor Doolittle 

2a NOTE TO READER - THERE ARE NO TYPOS IN THIS QUESTION. It's all sauce at the cafe of laughs' is a 

review quote on the poster for the stage adaptation of which British sitcom? One character on the poster tells 

the reader to 'Book As Soon As Pissable'. 'Allo 'Allo 

2b In 1975, 18 year old Vera Brandes organised a concert in Cologne by which legendary jazz pianist? Although 

the staging was beset by issues, the concert went ahead and was an immense success, with The Köln Concert 

album becoming the best-selling solo jazz album in history. Keith Jarrett 

3a Prompted by Columbus’ discoveries in the Americas, the 1494 Treaty of Tordesillas sought to divide the new 

world between Portugal and which other country? King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of this country had 

sponsored Columbus’ voyages. Spain 



3b Going For Dinner With Billie Piper' is a mnemonic to remember the order of streets in London Soho. 'Going' 

represents which street, also an adjective to describe a resident of Patras or Thessaloniki? 

Greek (Prompt on Greece or 

Grecian) 

4a The subject of a TikTok hashtag with over two billion views, what term refers to the meditative practice of 

transferring one's consciousness to an alternate universe? Reality Shifting 

4b Chrondogenesis refers to the formation of which connective bodily tissue? Cartilage 

 
 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
Round 5 

1a The Cat Hair Mustache Puzzle is a famously baffling sequence in the third instalment of which series of 

adventure games? The solution involves using duct tape to rip hair from a cat to create a fake moustache to 

disguise yourself as a man who doesn't have a moustache. 

Gabriel Knight (Accept Blood 

of the Sacred, Blood of the 

Damned) 

1b Which religion from Japan revolves around supernatural entities called the Kami? Gateways known as torii are 

recognisable symbols of both the country and the religion. Shinto 

2a One of the many products owned by Block is which mobile payment service, available in both the United States 

and the United Kingdom? Competing with the likes of Venmo, it has been mentioned in lyrics by at least 200 

hip-hop artists. Cash App 

2b One of the winners of the 1989 Nobel Prize for Physics, Wolfgang Paul, is notable for developing what type of 

mass analyser, one of the most common used in mass spectrometry? It’s not the ion trap but in this technique, 

four parallel cylindrical rods separate ions based on their trajectories in oscillating electric fields applied to the 

rods. 

Quadrupole Mass Analyser 

(or Quadrupole Mass Filter) 

3a Another major role of Gert Fröbe was that of Baron Bomburst in which 1968 children’s film? Other characters in Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 



this film include Caractacus Potts, the Child Catcher and the titular automobile. 

3b Under UV light, which country's passport reveals secret images of Pagoda Hill and the deserts of Xinjiang? China 

4a Carly Fiorina became the first head of a Fortune 50 company when she became CEO of which tech company 

famed for its printers? Commonly known by a two-letter initialism, the company was the world's leading PC 

manufacturer between 2007 and 2013 

Hewlett-Packard COMPANY  

(Accept HP) 

4b In a 1964 anti-war song, which title figure is "five foot-two and he's six feet-four, he fights with missiles and with 

spears"? Universal Soldier 

 
 
Round 6 

1a The 19th century politician James Fox Potter is most associated with which weapon, which gained national 

prominence in the Vidalia Sandbar Fight? It was his weapon of choice for a 1860 duel, which his opponent 

claimed was "vulgar, barbarous, and inhuman"? 

Bowie Knife (Prompt on 

Knife) 

1b Known for an embarrassing song she released in 2011, who mocked Andrew Tate's music video on Twitter in 

2023 by saying "I was 13, this man is 36"? Rebecca Black 

2a Founded in 1860 and therefore the oldest tournament in world golf, which is the only one of golf’s four major 

championships to take place outside of the United States? Organised by the R&A, the tournament was originally 

held annually at Prestwick Golf Club. 

The Open Championship 

(accept British Open) 

2b 
Among the World Heritage sites of which country are the Ngorongoro Conservation Area, centred around its 

namesake crater, in the Arusha region, and Stone Town, a prime example of an East African trading city? Tanzania 



3a 

What word precedes 'Wispa' in the semi-rhyming name of a bag of chocolate nibbles made by Cadbury? This 

word refers to the product being simply a small part of a whole Wispa bar. Bitsa 

3b Co-founders of their namesake Dublin firm, name either of the wife and husband architects who won the 2015 

RIBA Royal Gold Medal? Major examples of their work include the Saw Swee Hock Students Centre at the LSE 

and the Lyric Theatre in Belfast. 

Sheila O'Donnell or John 

Tuomey 

4a 

Which US actor and comedian has, since 2018, hosted the podcast Armchair Expert? Fellow actor Monica 

Padman co-hosts the show, whose first guest was Kristen Bell. Dax Shepard 

4b 
The Doomsday Clock was furthest from 'midnight' in which decade? This decade also saw the launch of the 

Hubble Space Telescope and the cloning of Dolly the Sheep. 1990s (accept 90s or 1991) 

 
Round 7 

1a A Nostalgic Music and Laughter Show of Britain's Finest Hour' is a line used on posters for the stage 

adaptation of which British sitcom? One character on this poster holds a rifle with the words 'Don't Panic' 

written on a white flag. Dad's Army 

1b Myogenesis refers to the formation of which bodily tissue? Muscles 

2a Although essentially irrelevant in more recent history, the Treaty of Tordesillas has been cited in the 20th 

century by which country of the Americas as part of its claim of the Falkland Islands? Argentina 

2b The Woggle-Bug Book' is tangentially collected and sometimes included in selections of which series of (The Land of) Oz (accept The 



children's books by L Frank Baum about a namesake magical country? Wizard Of Oz) 

3a Leaving behind his career as a dental technician, which German went on to become one of the foremost board 

game designers? He has four Spiel des Jahres wins to his name, most notably for the massively successful 

Settlers of Catan. Klaus Teuber 

3b One of the originators of the genre of jazz fusion, which legendary jazz keyboardist co-founded Weather 

Report? He later formed a “syndicate” bearing his name and was voted Best Electric Keyboardist 28 times by 

the readers of DownBeat. 

Joe Zawinul (pronounced 

Zav-inul) 

4a In reality shifting, the goal is to shift from your CR to your DR. In this context, what does DR stand for? Desired Reality 

4b Going For Dinner With Billie Piper' is a mnemonic to remember the order of streets in London Soho. 'Piper' 

represents which street, also a country that's home to Białystok and Gdansk? Poland (Prompt on Polska) 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a Another flirtatious interview by Dimoldenberg that has recently resurfaced on Twitter was with which British-

Ugandan actor, born in Camden and notable for his Oscar-nominated role in Get Out? In the interview, 

Dimoldenberg says her type is “Actors. Good ones. From Camden.” but then deadpans “it’s not you”. Daniel Kaluuya 

1b Located on the north of the Curonian Lagoon, which Lithuanian city is the foremost ice-free port in the Eastern 

Baltic Sea? Founded as Memelburg by Teutonic Knights in the 13th century, it remained Germany’s northern- 

and easternmost city until the 20th century. Klaipėda 



2a 
Which 1978 Brian De Palma film, released shortly after 'Carrie', is most famous for a scene in which telekinetic 

powers are used to cause John Cassavetes' character's entire body to explode? The Fury 

2b In the upcoming Brit Awards, one of the bands nominated for Best International Group is Fontaines D.C., a 

post-punk band from which country? U2, another band from this country, has won the same award record 5 

times. 

Ireland (accept Republic of 

Ireland) 

3a With 350 seats (50 of which are reserved exclusively for women) the Jatiya Sangsad is the unicameral 

Parliament of which Asian nation? 

People's Republic of 

Bangladesh 

3b In the 2023 Guardian University Guide, the University of Kent was ranked number one in the UK in which 

scientific subject that concerns the application of science to criminal and civil laws, particularly during criminal 

investigation? 

Forensic(s) Science (accept 

Criminalistics) 

4a The 1983 Woolworths Christmas advert featured which sportsman lifting up an Alba 14" Remote Control 

Portable Colour TV? He was more famous for winning the World's Strongest Man competition that year. Geoff Capes 

4b Which artist, who died in 1944, painted the allegedly haunted artwork 'The Dead Mother'? The little girl in the 

picture, based on the artist's little sister who died of tuberculosis, is said to occasionally vanish from the 

painting. Edvard Munch 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
Spares 

1 Conventionally, what material is an outfit described as a 'Canadian tuxedo'? Denim 

2 
Which singer tweeted "Did not have a former president including my anti-war, anti-patriotism fake pop song on 

his end of year list on my 2022 bingo” about Barack Obama including her track 'American Teenager' on his end 

of year playlist? 

Ethel Cain (Accept Hayden 

Silas Anhedönia) 

3 Kronborg Castle in which Danish city is the setting of Shakespeare’s Hamlet? The city is located at the 

narrowest point of the Øresund Strait across from a similarly-named Swedish city. Helsingør (accept Elsinore) 

4 In January 2023, although his party lost 6 of their seats, Gaston Browne was returned for a third term as Prime 

Minister of which Caribbean nation? Antigua and Barbuda 

 
 


